RENGO “Guidelines on Responsible Investment of Workers’ Capital”
Introduction
Workers’ capital refers to funds which have been contributed by workers and/or on
their behalf, the most representative form of which is for example a pension fund.
Considering that workers (their trade unions) have through the management of
workers’ capital such as pension funds a substantial influence on companies and
society, they as owners of workers’ capital shall recognize their social and
environmental responsibility to exclude investment contributing to anti-social
corporate conduct and to establish a fair market.
RENGO Guidelines on Responsible Investment of Workers’ Capital, in the light of the
responsibility and authority inherent in the owners of workers’ capital, constitute a
course for industrial federations of trade unions and company-based trade unions to
practice responsible investment of pension funds and other workers’ capital.
RENGO will request that the bodies managing the reserves of the public pension
schemes, including the Government Pension Investment Fund (GPIF) - the world’s
largest pension fund- engage in responsible investment.
1. The Purpose of “Responsible Investment of Workers’ Capital”
The exercise of responsible investment as part of the management of workers’ capital
is to promote socially responsible corporate conduct and financial transactions and to
contribute to establishing a fair and sustainable society.
2. Definitions
（1） For the purposes of the Guidelines the term “workers’ capital” shall refer to
funds such as pension funds which have been contributed to by workers and/or
contributed to on the behalf of workers.
（2） The term “responsible investment” refers to the incorporation of non-financial
factors such as “ESG (environmental, social and corporate governance)” in
addition to financial factors into the investment decision-making processes and
accounts, and the exercise of shareholders’ rights.
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3. Fundamental principles of responsible investment of workers’ capital
In analysis and decision-making processes of workers’ capital:
（1） Non-financial factors such as ESG shall be taken into account;
（2） The protection of workers’ rights shall be taken into account;
（3） Efforts shall be made to exclude speculative investment and to secure midand long-term stable returns;
（4）

Efforts shall be made to secure transparent management, disclosing

investment policies and techniques of responsible investment;
（5） Appropriate action shall be taken in cases where a company in which workers’
capital is invested is seen to engage in anti-ethical or anti-social conduct;.
（6） Investment managers shall be requested to engage in responsible investment
with a view to making responsible investment the mainstream of the financial
market.
4. Possible actions to be taken for responsible investment of workers’ capital”
Workers (trade unions) shall:
（1） Participate in investment decision-making processes of workers’ capital,
recognizing their responsibilities and authority as owners of workers’ capital;
（2） Engage in dialogue with employers contributing to workers’ capital and
determine methods of responsible investment;
（3） Participate in the selection of investment managers, specifying investment
policies and the methods of responsible investment;
（4） Monitor the management of workers’ capital to avoid situations where workers’
capital is invested in a speculative manner;
（5） Request that fund managers and other relevant partners respect the way of
managing pension funds in order to secure stable mid- and long-term and
ensure that the financial resources for the provision of pensions are not unduly
impaired;
（6） Take appropriate shareholder action such as dialogue with the management of
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the company in which workers’ capital is invested in and exercising
shareholders’ voting rights and request that investment managers and other
relevant partners engage in action that is in the best interest of the
shareholders ;
（7） Strengthen the solidarity between workers (trade unions) through such actions
as publicizing investment policies and/or guidelines of workers’ capital.
5. Procedures for responsible investment of workers’ capital”
(1)

Determination of non-financial factors to be incorporated into investment
decision-making processes
Non-financial factors to be incorporated into investment analysis and
decision-making processes are to be determined in order to implement
responsible investment. Examples of non-financial factors relevant to corporate
social responsibility are:
The observance of international documents such as international treaties
<Environment>
-

UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (1992)

-

UN Convention on Biological Diversity (1992)

-

Kyoto Protocol to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (1997)

<Human rights>
-

UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966)

-

UN Covenant on Economic, Social, and Political Rights (1966)

-

UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against
Women (1979)

-

UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006)

<Labour (ILO core labour standards conventions)>
-

C87. Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise
Convention, 1948

-

C98. Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949

-

C29. Forced Labour Convention, 1930

-

C105. Abolition of Forced Labour Convention, 1957 (Not yet ratified by
Japan)

-

C100. Equal Remuneration Convention, 1951
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-

C111. Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention, 1958 (Not
yet ratified by Japan)

-

C138. Minimum Age Convention, 1973

-

C182. Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999

<Prevention of Corruption>
-

OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in
International Business Transactions (1997)

-

United Nations Convention Against Corruption (2003)

Criteria relevant to employment and labour other than ILO core labour standards
-

Employment and employment relations

-

Labour conditions and social protection (social insurance and so on)

-

Occupational health and safety

-

Dialogue with employees (trade unions)

-

Human resources development and training in the workplace (the
appointment of female managers)

-

The promotion of work-life balance

（2） The determination of responsible investment methods
Methods of responsible investment are determined based on non-financial factors
incorporated into investment decision-making processes. Major methods for
responsible investment are screening, engagement, and community investment.
Screening includes a) negative screening to eliminate from investment portfolios
those companies that engage in anti-social activities and that do not observe
international treaties concerning labour, human rights, the environment, and so on,
b) positive screening to include investment portfolio industries (for example, in the
renewable energy technology industry) and companies (for example, a company
which has a policy concerning work-life balance) that gives

high value to social

responsibility, and c) passive screening in which investment is made through
investment trust funds with an SRI index as a benchmark.
Engagement is a method whereby influence is brought to bear on a company that
is a target of investment and which is seen to engage in anti-ethical or anti-social
conduct through the exercise of shareholder rights such as the exercise of voting
rights at the annual general meeting or engagement in dialogue with the
management of the company into which investment is made. In the case that the
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conduct of the company is not rectified by shareholder action, it is also possible to
combine this with negative screening, such as publicizing the name of the
company in question or withdrawing the investment.
Community investment is to be made in public or private initiatives or programmes
that have the goal of improving social aspects of communities, such as education,
training, medical care, employment creation, infrastructure development, and
renewable energy development with an agreement that participation in a
community and its development is an indispensible factor for the sustainable
development of society as a whole.
（3） Selection of an investment manager
An investment manager is to engage in the management of workers’ capital in
accordance with (1) the evaluation of non-financial factors incorporated into
investment decision-making processes and (2) their methods. The criteria to be
incorporated into investment processes and investment methods shall be clearly
indicated to the investment managers.
The role of the investment managers is especially crucial in engagement, since in
almost all cases the exercise of shareholder rights is entrusted to them.
In selecting an investment manager, considerations such as the following shall be
taken into account: a) possible methods and strategies of responsible investment
adopted by the investment manager, b) the manner and frequency of reporting, c)
the number of staff engaged in responsible investment, and d) whether or not the
body has signed the UN “Principles of Responsible Investment (PRI).”
The investment manager shall be required to report regularly and, when necessary,
instructions shall be given to the investment manager concerning the timing of and
changes in actions to be taken.
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